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Ever wonder when was Jesus really born? 

 This time of year, we often hear “Christmas is the reason for the season!”  A pretty 

sentiment!  B—but is it true? 

 Christmas is the celebration of the birth of Jesus.  We don’t know exactly when he was 

born, but the Gospel of Luke historically places the event during the reign of Herod the Great in 

Judea.  At that time, Judea was part of the Roman Empire, which used the Roman calendar, 

whose starting year “1 AUC” (ab urbe condita) reflected the founding of Rome.  Herod ruled 

from 714 to 750 AUC, and Jesus was likely born near the end of that period. 

 The Roman calendar continued in use for five centuries into the Christian era, before the 

Church decided to replace it with one using Jesus’s birth-year as “1 Anno Domini” (“the year of 

the Lord”).  This task fell to the monk Dionysius Exiguus (Dennis the Short), who calculated that 

year to be equivalent to 754 AUC.  Problem: If the gospel is true, Jesus couldn’t have been born 

after Herod died—750 AUC (4 BC)!  But this discrepancy wasn’t caught until much later, after 

the calendar had become Christendom’s standard. 

 As to the time of year, summer and winter can be ruled out.  Whatever the faults of the 

Roman emperor Octavian Caesar Augustus, he surely wasn’t foolish enough to order his subjects 

to journey to their ancestral homes at a time of year when many would likely die en route from 

extremes of heat or cold.  (Dead men pay no taxes.)  For this and other reasons, today’s scholarly 

consensus is that Jesus was probably born in spring, near the time of Passover. 

 But that is modern thinking, which clearly wasn’t in fashion in 349 AD, when Pope 

Julius I proclaimed December 25
th

 the day of “Christ Mass” to celebrate Jesus’s birth.  Why this 

particular day?  One possibility is theological reckoning, that the Nativity should follow the 

Annunciation (celebrated March 25
th

) by nine months.  But a more practical motive for Julius’s 
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choice was probably to establish a Christian holy day to supplant the still popular pagan worship 

of sun gods during the winter solstice.  (As winter festivals go, Christmas is a relative 

newcomer.) 

 Still, Christmas wouldn’t become a significant holy day until Charlemagne was crowned 

Holy Roman Emperor in the year 800.  It wouldn’t approach its current image of family feasting 

until Charles Dickens’s A Christmas Carol was published in 1843.  And it wouldn’t devolve into 

today’s frenzy of greed and glitz until the economic boom after World War II. 

 Prehistoric peoples celebrated the seasons long before any of today’s religions appeared.  

Indeed, the seasons had cycled for eons before there was anyone to celebrate them.  Seasons 

have natural causes (celestial mechanics) and natural effects (cooling and warming, the ebb and 

flow of life), which shape human tradition.  So, we might credibly say seasons are humankind’s 

reasons for celebration—but not the reverse. 

 The winter holiday season has only the reasons that beings of good will care to give it—

peace, love, kindness, and hope being among the most positive.  Now, here’s a hopeful thought: 

What if, instead of paying lip service to these ideas once a year, we actually practiced them all 

year?  So I wish you all of these and more—and for all seasons, not just this one! 
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